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Learning approach to the detection of gravitational wave transients

E. Chassande-Mottin*
Equipe ILGA-Virgo (CNRS-EP 2122), Observatoire de la Coˆte d’Azur, BP 4229, F-06304 Nice Cedex 4, France

~Received 3 October 2002; published 7 May 2003!

We investigate the class of quadratic detectors~i.e., the statistic is a bilinear function of the data! for the
detection of poorly modeled gravitational transients of short duration. We point out that all such detection
methods are equivalent to passing the signal through a filter bank and linearly combining the output energy.
Existing methods for the choice of the filter bank and of the weight parameters~to be multiplied by the output
energy of each filter before summation! rely essentially on the two following ideas:~i! the use of the likelihood
function based on a~possibly noninformative! statistical model of the signal and the noise;~ii ! the use of
Monte Carlo simulations for the tuning of parametric filters to get the best detection probability while keeping
the false alarm rate fixed. We propose a third approach according to which the filter bank is ‘‘learned’’ from a
set of training data. By-products of this viewpoint are that, contrarily to previous methods,~i! there is no
requirement of an explicit description of the probability density function of the data when the signal is present
and~ii ! the filters we use are nonparametric. The learning procedure may be described as a two step process:
first, estimate the mean and covariance of the signal with the training data; second, find the filters which
maximize a contrast criterion referred to as thedeflectionbetween the ‘‘noise only’’ and ‘‘signal1 noise’’
hypotheses. The deflection is homogeneous to the signal-to-noise ratio and it uses the quantities estimated at
the first step. We apply this original method to the problem of the detection of supernovae core collapses. We
use the catalog of waveforms provided recently by Dimmelmeieret al. to train our algorithm. We expect such
a detector to have better performances in this particular problem provided that the reference signals are reliable.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.67.102001 PACS number~s!: 04.80.Nn, 07.05.Kf, 95.55.Ym
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I. MOTIVATIONS

A number of large scale gravitational wave interferom
ric detectors such as the Laser Interferometric Gravitatio
Wave Observatory~LIGO!, TAMA, GEO600, and VIRGO
@1# are taking scientific data or will reach this goal soon. T
objective of this paper is to contribute to the arsenal of
tection algorithms able to locate the weak and short signa
of a gravitational wave of astrophysical origin in the lon
data stream produced by the detector.

In the list of candidates having a good chance for fi
detection, there are sources for which we can only mak
rough guess or simulate the highly nonlinear physics wh
is involved. This causes the expected gravitational wa
forms to be poorly modeled. Most of these are collapses
very massive astrophysical objects in the final stage, and
causes the resulting gravitational wave to be a burst.

In such cases, computer simulations may give good in
cations of what the waveform can be for some choices of
parameter values describing the physical phenomenon. H
ever, it is generally not possible to have a tight sampling
the parameter space, i.e., to scan a large range of phy
configurations. We only have at our disposal a catalog
waveforms, whose members are selected representativ
the large set of possibilities.

Two examples of such sources are supernovae core
lapse and binary black hole merger. Despite some re
progress, work is still needed in the latter case to prod
reliable waveforms in a realistic setup~including spins, for
instance!. Concerning the former case, hydrodynamic sim
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lations of relativistic supernovae have recently been co
puted@2,3# and the expected waveforms for different para
eter configurations were made available.

In this paper, we propose a method for systematically
signing a decision statistic for the detection of gravitation
transients by extracting the necessary information from
catalog of test waveforms emitted from a targeted source.
use the supernovae waveforms as one possible applica
Although not considered in this paper, the presented
proach may also apply to other problems encountered w
analyzing the output of a gravitational wave interferomet
such as the classification and characterization of the n
transients.~Because they worsen the detector sensitiv
such interferences deserve the development of algorithm
determine their actual origin.! In this context, the initial da-
tabase could be a collection of characteristic individuals
tracted ‘‘by hand’’ or with some other simple algorithm. I
any case, we refer to the~gravitational wave or noise! tran-
sient~s! we want to detect as thesignal.

Some attention has been paid to the choice of an adeq
vector formalism to treat the problem and make the imp
mentation on computers easier. The resulting notation is
fined in Sec. II. This section also includes the formulatio
within the chosen framework, of classical results such as
Plancherel formula which will be of use further on.

In Sec. III, we describe the detection problem we consi
with the accompanying hypotheses. We assume the sign
be random and of unknown probability density functio
~PDF!. This assumption explicitly translates the lack
knowledge about the signal. The only pieces of informat
at our disposal are its first and second order statistical
ments~i.e., its mean and covariance!. In the situation of in-
terest here, these two quantities are not known, but they
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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E. CHASSANDE-MOTTIN PHYSICAL REVIEW D67, 102001 ~2003!
be estimated with sufficient accuracy from available sam
sets.

We consider that the noise is Gaussian and stationary
that we know its correlation function~or equivalently its
power spectral density!. Analogously to the signal, an exten
sion to the case where there is no reasonable noise mod
possible through the use of estimates done with ‘‘noise on
data streams.

Since we do not have the signal PDF, it is impossible
write the exact form of the likelihood ratio, and thus to o
tain the optimal statistic. However, a satisfactory solut
can be obtained by first imposing the mathematical struc
of the statistic and secondly looking at the selected se
functions for the best element by maximizing a contrast
terion.

The difficulty then lies in making the choice of a suffi
ciently general class of statistics and a sensible criterion
the problem considered. In Sec. IV, it is explained why t
family of quadratic detectors~i.e., the detection statistic is
quadratic form of the observed data! and a measurement o
thedeflection~a quantity homogeneous to the signal-to-no
ratio! are good candidates. Coming back to our initial det
tion problem, we individuate in the selected class the stati
which performs best according to the chosen criterion
show that it can be expressed easily with the signal and n
covariance. Our proof was inspired by the work presente
@4# and @5# which we adapt to the case of interest~finite
vector spaces and noncentered signals!. We finish Sec. IV by
showing that the proposed approach is not unfamiliar sinc
can be related to the well-known method of matched filt
ing.

In Sec. V, we put the quadratic detector of best deflect
into practice with the problem of detecting gravitation
wave transients from supernovae core collapse. In this
cific case, we show how the signal covariance matrix can
estimated from the catalog of simulated waveforms. T
yields a simplification of the detector and an efficient imp
mentation for online detection. We also give some res
about the determination of the decision threshold require
get a chosen false alarm rate.

The vector formalism introduced here is a general fram
work in which all quadratic detectors can be easily rela
and compared. In Sec. VI, we do this comparative stu
between the solution with optimal deflection and other det
tion techniques@6,7# proposed in the literature that also b
long to the quadratic class.

II. NOTATION AND BASIC ALGEBRA

We will denote scalar quantities and scalar-valued fu
tions with plain italics, e.g.,x; vectors by boldface letters
e.g., x; and matrices by boldface capitals, e.g.,X. We will
represent the components of vectors and matrices with su
scripts within parentheses, e.g.X(m,n) designates the elemen
located in themth row andnth column of the matrixX.
Finally, xt denotes the transpose of the vectorx. The symbol
[ will be used in the following to define our variables an
therefore stands for ‘‘equal by definition.’’

We use parentheses for denoting continuous~random
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and/or deterministic! time ~or frequency! series@e.g.,x(t)],
whereas square brackets are employed for discrete
~sampled! processes~e.g.,x@k#). The samples of a discret
time signal are collected in a single column vector ofRN,
e.g.,

x[„x@k#5x~ tsk!,k50, . . . ,N21…t ~1!

where ts[1/f s is the sampling period andf s the sampling
rate.

We define the Fourier transform ofx@k# by

X~ f ![ts (
k52`

1`

x@k#e22ipk f / f s. ~2!

As a general rule, a Fourier transform is denoted by
same~capital! letter used for its associated time sequen
The functionX( f ) is f s-periodic@i.e.,X( f )5X( f 1 f s) for all
f ] and its inverse may be calculated with the following i
version equation:

x@k#5E
2 f s/2

f s/2

X~ f !e2ipk f / f s d f . ~3!

We recall that the Plancherel formula relates scalar pr
ucts expressed in the time and frequency domains:

ts (
j 52`

1`

x@ j #y@ j #5E
2 f s/2

1 f s/2

X~ f !Y~ f !̄ d f . ~4!

This equation may also be expressed using a vector sc
product, provided we assume that one of the two sign
x@k# or y@k# has a finite support~denoted with supp$•%), as
specified in the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Assuming that supp$y%,$0, . . . ,N21%, the
Plancherel formula becomes

tsx
ty5E

2 f s/2

1 f s/2

X~ f !Y~ f !̄ d f . ~5!

Continuing with the same idea, the convolution of tw
signalsx@k# andy@k# defined by

z@k#5ts (
j 52`

1`

x@k2 j #y@ j # ~6!

or equivalently byZ( f )5X( f )Y( f ) may also be rewritten
using vectors under some support constraints as in the
lemma.

Lemma 2.Let Ny,(N21)/2 be a positive integer an
suppose that supp$y%5$2Ny , . . . ,Ny%, then the collection
of samplesz5(z@Ny#, . . . ,z@N212Ny#)

t wherez@k# is the
convolution ofx@k# and y@k# as defined in Eq.~6! can be
expressed as

z5tsYx ~7!

whereYPRN22Ny3N is a matrix of the form
1-2



Y5

y@Ny# ••• y@2Ny# 0 ••• ••• 0

0 y@Ny# ••• y@2Ny# 0 ••• 0

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

. ~8!
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Proofs of both Lemmas 1 and 2 are simple and left to
reader.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The question we consider here is the detection of a~pos-
sibly nonstationary! random signal in a stationary Gaussi
noise ~where the signal and noise covariance function
known or could be estimated with accuracy!. Using the no-
tation defined in the previous section, the problem is to d
tinguish between two statistical hypotheses (H0) and (H1):

~H0!: x5n, ~9a!

~H1!: x5s1n, ~9b!

with the following assumptions.
~1! The signals is a random vector of meansm[E@s#

~whereE@•# denotes the expectation operator! and correla-
tion matrix Rs[E@(s2sm)(s2sm) t#.

~2! The noisen is a zero-mean, stationary Gaussian vec
with correlation matrixRn . Note that, sincen is stationary,
Rn is a Toeplitz symmetric matrix~the terms ofRn are given
by the autocorrelation functionRn

( j , j 1k)[E†n@ j #n@ j 1k#‡).
~3! The signal and the noise are decorrelated, mean

that E@nt(s2sm)#50,
This set of assumptions correspond to several differ

practical situations. A first one is when the signal or no
model is good enough to get reliable closed form express
of sm , Rs , and Rn . The second situation is when a suf
ciently large set of ‘‘signal only’’ and/or ‘‘noise only’’ real-
izations is available and can be used to obtain a good
mate of the first and second order moments of the signal
the noise. Note that, except for its first and second or
moments, we made no hypothesis about the PDF ofs.

IV. QUADRATIC DETECTORS

Deciding (H1) or (H0) is classically done by finding a
partition functionL(•) dividing the observation space~here,
RN) into two disjoint subsets:

L~x!>h, decide ~H1!, ~10a!

L~x!,h, decide ~H0!, ~10b!

where the detection thresholdh defines the border betwee
the two decision areas. Its value is given by fixing to a r
sonable value the probability of deciding upon hypothe
(H1) although no signals is present, which we refer to as th
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‘‘false alarm probability.’’ The functionL(•) is referred to as
the detection statisticor simply thedetector.

A. Intuitive background

It is intuitive to search for some unknown signal by loo
ing for an abnormal excess of power in one or several
quency bands of the observed signal spectrum. To implem
this idea, we define the power of a signalx using an l 2

measure:

Ex[1/N (
k50

N21

x@k#25xtx/N, ~11!

and a bank of filters which adequately select the signal in
frequency bands of interest. Let$gm@k#,k50, . . . ,N
21 andm50, . . . ,M21% be the impulse responses~as-
sumed to be of finite support! of the chosen bandpass filter
We get the signalym@k# at the output of each filter by con
volving the observed signalx@k# with the corresponding im-
pulse response. With the constraint that supp$gm%
,$2Ng , . . . ,Ng% for all m where Ng,(N21)/2, we can
apply Lemma 2 and express the output signal in vector fo
as

ym5tsGmx, ~12!

whereym andGm are as defined in Lemma 2.
Hence, we can write down the detection statistic cor

sponding to the basic idea mentioned above by summing
the power in allM bands which yields

L intuit ive~x![ (
m50

M21

Eym

2 5xtS ts
2

N22Ng
(

m50

M21

Gm
t GmD x.

~13!

We conclude that the heuristic principle we chose
implemented in practice with a detection statistic which is
quadratic form of the data. Extending this result to ca
where the kernel of the form is an arbitrary symmetric m
trix, this leads us to define the following family of detector

Definition 1. Let APRN3N be a symmetric real matrix
the function

LA~x!5xtAx ~14!

defines a quadratic detector of kernelA.
Quadratic detectors will be a central ingredient in th

paper. It is worth noting that they have been extensively u
in many applications~see, e.g.,@8# for a list of examples!. In
the case of gravitational wave detection, the specific are
1-3
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E. CHASSANDE-MOTTIN PHYSICAL REVIEW D67, 102001 ~2003!
interest here, several works@6,7,9–11# are based on this de
tector structure.

Beyond qualitative arguments, the following theoretic
result is an important motivation for the use of quadra
detectors@12#: with the additional assumption of a zero
mean Gaussian signal~i.e., both signal and noise are Gaus
ian!, the optimal solution in the Neymann-Pearson sense
the problem~9! belongs to the family defined in Definition 1
Although the problem considered here excludes a Gaus
signal, we expect quadratic detectors to retain their g
performance when the signal PDF is close to Gaussian.

B. Optimal quadratic detectors

For our problem~9!, we do not have a complete know
edge of the statistics of the input signal~the PDF ofs is
unknown!. In consequence, we cannot write out the like
hood ratio which gives the best~in the Neymann-Pearso
sense! detector among all possibilities.

We propose to overcome this difficulty by first reducin
the class of possible solutions to the family of quadratic
tectors defined in Definition 1, and, second, extracting fr
this smaller set the statistic which will best perform for o
problem. More precisely, our objective is to get the quadra
detector~i.e., get the kernel matrixA which identifies this
quadratic detector in the whole family! that maximizes the
following contrast criterion based on the first and seco
order moments:

d2~LA!5
~E@LA~x!uH1#2E@LA~x!uH0# !2

var$LA~x!uH0%
. ~15!

This criterion is generally referred to as thesignal-to-
noise ratio~statistics! or deflection~signal processing!. The
terminology ‘‘signal-to-noise ratio’’ is generally associated
most of the literature about gravitational wave data analy
with the quantity in Eq.~15! where L(•) is set to the
matched filter statistic. In consequence, we adopt the t
‘‘deflection’’ to avoid confusion. The deflection may b
viewed as a contrast measurement between the two statis
hypothesesH0 andH1 in the sense that it measures the d
tance between the centers of the PDFs of the statistic in
two hypotheses relative to the PDF width in the null hypo
esisH0.

In the context of the problem~9!, we now apply this ap-
proach for selecting the best statistic among all quadr
detectors.

Lemma 3.In the situation described in Eq.~9!, the deflec-
tion of a quadratic detector as defined in Definition 1 is

d2~LA!5
tr2$ACs%

2 tr$~ARn!2%
, ~16!

whereCs[E@sts# defines the~noncentral! covariance matrix
and tr$•% is the trace1 operator.

1Let APRN3N, then the operator tr$A%[(n50
N A(n,n) defines the

trace ofA.
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The proof of this lemma is detailed in Appendix A. I
order to find the best detector in the quadratic family,
need now to find which kernel matrix maximizes the defle
tion. This is stated by the following proposition.

Proposition 1.There exists a unique symmetric matrixH
such thatd2(LH) obtained in Lemma 3 is maximum, an
this matrix is

H5argmaxA$d2~LA!%5Rn
21CsRn

21 . ~17!

Proof. We first note that the noise autocorrelationRn is a
symmetric positive definite matrix. Therefore, there exist
triangular matrix Tn with positive diagonal such thatRn

5TnTn
t . This factorization method is referred to as Choles

factorization@13#.
It is useful to introduce the two matricesG[TnATn

t and
C[(Tn

21) tCsTn
21 , which we substitute in the expression

the deflection we got in Lemma 3, thus reducing it to

d2~LA!5
tr2$GC%

2 tr$G2%
. ~18!

Let SN(R) be the vector space of real symmetric matric
of RN3N. It is easily shown that̂A,B&SN(R)[tr$AB% defines

a scalar product onSN(R). Since the matricesG andC be-
long to SN(R), we can rewrite the deflection as a ratio
scalar products, also referred to as a Rayleigh quotient@13#,
namely,

d2~LA!5
^G,C&SN(R)

2

2^G,G&SN(R)
. ~19!

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we conclude t
d2(LA) is maximum if and only ifG}C. SettingG5C with-
out loss of generality and replacingG andC by their defini-
tion directly yields Eq.~17!. j

We now have the final expression for the quadratic det
tor reaching the deflection optimum, namely,

LH~x!5xtHx given H5Rn
21CsRn

21 . ~20!

Before looking at how the approach proposed here m
be practically implemented, we first give some interpre
tions of the detection statistic we obtained.

C. Interpretation and relation to matched filtering

With a direct calculation from its definition, we can sep
rateCs[E@sts# into two termsCs5smsm

t 1Rs . The meansm

can be viewed as a trend of the signal which happens
tematically. In this sense, we refer to the first term as ‘‘d
terministic.’’ The correlation matrix is related to the typic
amplitude of the random fluctuations superimposed to
mean. For this reason, we refer to the second term as ‘‘
dom.’’
1-4
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Injecting this expansion in Eq.~20!, we obtain a similar
separation ofLH(x):

LH~x!5LH
det~x!1LH

rand~x!, ~21!

where LH
det(x)5(sm

t Rn
21x)2 is related to the deterministi

part of the signal model andLH
rand(x)5xtRn

21RsRn
21x to its

random part.
The two contributions of the detection statistic are wo

further investigation. An interesting interpretation and a li
to matched filtering@12# results from the reformulation in th
frequency domain ofytRn

21x wherex andyPRN. This is the
objective of the proposition whose proof is detailed in t
next section.

1. Toward matched filtering

As a preamble, we define formally the whitening ope
tion ~i.e., filtering the signal with the inverse of the squa
root of the noise power spectral density! in the vector for-
malism used here. LetGn( f )[E@ uN( f )u2# be the power
spectral density of the noisen@k# and x̌@k# be the result of
the whitening of a given signalx@k#. We define

X̌~ f ![
X~ f !

AGn~ f !
. ~22!

Clearly, x̌@k# is the result of the convolution of the sign
x@k# with the whitening filter of the impulse responsew@k#,

w@k#5E
2 f s/2

1 f s/2 1

AGn~ f !
e2p ik f / f s d f . ~23!

Using Lemma 2, we deduce that the whitening filter d
fined in Eq.~22! can be written in the vector formalism by

x̌5tsWx, ~24!

wherex̌ andW are as given in Lemma 2.
This expression for the whitening operation is needed

the proof of the following proposition, in which we get th
vector form of the matched filtering statistic provided w
take some care with the cancellation of finite size effects

Proposition 2. Let Nw,(N21)/2 be the half size of
supp$w%5$2Nw , . . . ,Nw%, i.e., the support of the impuls
response of the whitening filter defined in Eq.~23!, and let
y@k# be a signal whose whitened version has a finite s
support, supp$ y̌%,$0, . . . ,N21%, then

ytRn
21x5E

2 f s/2

1 f s/2X~ f !Y~ f !̄

Gn~ f !
d f . ~25!

The proof of this proposition can be found in Appendix

2. Deterministic and random components

If we chooseN large enough so that no finite size effe
appears~i.e., the supports of all required signals respect
10200
-

-
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e

e

condition of Proposition 2!, we can rewrite the deterministi
term of the detection statistic as

LH
det~x!5S E

2 f s/2

1 f s/2X~ f !Sm~ f !̄

Gn~ f !
d f D 2

. ~26!

From the following eigenexpansion of the signal corre
tion matrix

Rs5 (
k50

N21

skvkvk
t , ~27!

the random component may be expressed as

LH
rand~x!5 (

k50

N21

sk~vk
t Rn

21x!2. ~28!

Similarly to the deterministic component, assuming ag
that N is sufficiently large, it follows that

LH
rand~x!5 (

k50

N21

skS E
2 f s/2

1 f s/2X~ f !Vk~ f !̄

Gn~ f !
d f D 2

. ~29!

Equations~26! and ~29! show that the quadratic detecto
with optimal deflectionLH(x) is closely related to the well-
known technique of matched filtering@12#. The complete
statistic can be equivalently implemented as a bank oN
11 matched filters~using the templates given bysm andvk ,
k50, . . . ,N21) whose output energies are combined with
weighted sum. Being a covariance matrix,Rs is positive defi-
nite. All eigenvaluessk are then real and positive number
In consequence, the weights~equaled to the eigenvalues! fa-
vor or attenuate the contribution of a corresponding term
the summation.

V. APPLICATION TO THE DETECTION OF
GRAVITATIONAL WAVE TRANSIENTS

Because the physics driving supernovae explosions
highly nonlinear, the expected gravitational radiation is d
ficult to obtain through analytical means. However, nume
cal simulations are available@2,3,14# and a catalog of the
reference waveforms associated with typical situations is
cessible on the internet. The waveforms of this catal
which we refer to as DFM~Dimmelmeier, Font, and Mu¨ller
@5#!, present an intrinsic diversity which motivates us to lo
at them as if they were produced by a single random mec
nism.

Consequently, the detection problem we face is simila
the one exposed in Eq.~9! provided that the second orde
statistics of both signals(t) and noisen(t) are known.
Strictly speaking, the covariance matrixCs of the signal is
not available but if we assume that the DFM gravitation
waveforms are noise-free and independent realizations o
random processs(t), they can be used to get a sufficient
accurate estimate.

We can then apply the method proposed in Sec. IV B
optimally detects(t). From the signal covariance estima
1-5
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FIG. 1. ~Color online! Examples of simulated gravitational transient emitted by a supernova core collapse taken from the DFM c
The DFM catalog of supernova gravitational transients can be separated into three types@2# which correspond to different collapse scenario
In each of these cases, we present the waveform~column on the left-hand-side! which has been filtered by the whitening filter@in Eq. ~22!#
and the Fourier transform of the corresponding~nonwhitened! waveform~column on the right-hand-side in solid/red! superimposed on the
objective spectral density of VIRGO noise~dashed/green!. Each supernova has been placed at a distance ofd520 kpc from the earth, which
corresponds to a signal-to-noise ratio~averaged value obtained with all waveforms in the catalog! of aboutR55.2. ~a! and ~b! ‘‘Regular
collapse’’ ~model reference A1B3G3!. ~c! and ~d! ‘‘Multiple bounce collapse’’~model reference A2B4G1!. ~e! and ~f! ‘‘Rapid collapse’’
~model reference A1B3G5!. The waveforms have clearly different shapes and characteristics~time duration and frequency bandwidth!.
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and a realistic noise model, we can calculate the quadr
detector with best deflection.

A. Finding the best quadratic detector

From the database publicly available on the internet@2#,
we have extracted theNz525 waveforms, which we have
resampled at the constant rate off s520 kHz. Actually two
sets of waveforms can be used: the one drawn from a N
tonian simulation setup and the other from a fully relativis
code. We preferred to use the latter since the result is lik
to be closer to reality. The waveforms are stored in colu
vectors$zk%k50, . . . ,Nz21 of size N52251 rows. This corre-

sponds to a maximum burst duration of about 112.5 ms.
For each signal, we fixed the time axis origin to be loca

at the minimum of the largest negative bump of the whiten
signal ~in most cases, this is synchronized with the co

bounce@2#!; precisely,t05argminj ( žk@ j #),;k. Figure 1 pre-
sents three individuals of each type of supernova taken f
the processed DFM catalog.

Assuming that the DFM gravitational waveforms a
noise-free and independent realizations of the random
cesss(t), we use these waveforms to estimate the covaria
matrix of s(t). This is done with the following empirica
unbiased estimator:
10200
tic
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d
d
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Ĉs5
1

Nz
(
k50

Nz21

zkzk
t . ~30!

For simplicity, we consider that the noise power spectr
is known a priori and is given by the expected sensitivi
curve for the planned detectors.~Note that the noise correla
tion matrix may also be estimated from ‘‘noise only’’ da
streams.! We restrict our study to the case of the VIRG
detector using the noise model available at the address@15#.
Extensions to other large scale interferometers are strai
forward. We can get the noise correlation matrix from t
power spectrum by applying an inverse Fourier transform
tion. From the obtained values ofĈs andRn , we deduce the
kernel of the best quadratic detector as given in Eq.~17!.

This computation requiresO(N3) operations to get the
inverse ofRn and we need roughly the same number of o
erations to make the two matrix multiplications in Eq.~17!.
A more computationally efficient algorithm may be use
With this aim in view, we process the whole catalog of wav
forms with the operationz̆k[Rn

21zk . Roughly speaking, the
multiplication by Rn

21 is equivalent to whitening the signa
twice as suggested by the factorization ofRn

21 in Eq. ~B10!.

The more precise relationZ̆k( f )5tsZk( f )/Gn( f ) can be
stated by applying the result in Proposition 2 withy@ j #
5d jm for any mP$0, . . . ,N21% and x@ j #5zk@ j #. This
1-6
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double whitening operation amounts to filtering the signa
the frequency bandwidth of interest where the noise is
and removing the remaining part where the noise is la
From Eqs.~20! and~30!, it is easily shown that the objectiv
kernel can be computed directly using the modified cata
with the relation

Ĥ5
1

Nz
(
k50

Nz21

z̆kz̆k
t . ~31!

Since the correlation matrixRn is Toeplitz symmetric, the
computation ofz̆k is equivalent to solving aNz3Nz Toeplitz
linear system. This can be done efficiently with a variety
fastO(N2) algorithms. We selected and applied the Levins
algorithm @13#.

The total gravitational energy radiated during the collap
varies according to the selected models. The peak amplitu
of the waveforms of the DFM catalog have values ranging
an interval as large as one order of magnitude. To ensure
all types of supernovae are treated equitably in the sum
Eq. ~31!, we scale allz̆k by dividing by the expected signa
to-noise ratio defined as

Rk[S E
2 f s/2

f s/2

uZk~ f !u2/Gn~ f !d f D 1/2

. ~32!

A practical expression of this quantity can be obtained
first deducing from Proposition 2 thatRk5(zk

t Rn
21zk)

1/2 and
using the definition of the whitening operator in Eq.~24! and
its relation to Rn in Eq. ~B10!, thus leading to Rk

5i žki2 /Af s whereixi2
2[xtx defines thel 2 norm.

At this point, it is worth noting that Eq.~31! implements a
learning scheme which extracts systematically the neces
information from a ~possibly large! database of referenc
waveforms and combines it in order to find~within a fixed
family! the detector which maximizes the signal-to-noise
tio. Although in a different context, a similar idea has be
used in@16# for the adaptive tuning of a network of gravita
tional wave interferometers.

B. Approximated detector

A close look to the detector kernelĤ indicates that it is
degenerate~its rank is much smaller thanN). There are two
reasons for that. First, as a result of the linear combinatio
Nz!N rank-1 matrices@see Eq.~31!#, the rank of the kerne
cannot exceedNz . The second reason is the fact that t
waveforms of the DFM catalog have common features
their shapes~e.g., fundamental oscillation frequency, tim
duration, etc.!. This causes the matricesz̆kz̆k

t to share some
linear dependency.

Precisely, it means that the kernel may be decompo
along a small number of preferred directions of the meas
ment space. The most adequate basis to check this is for
by the generalized eigenvectors ofĈs andRn as explained in
the following section. We show that the kernel degener
may be used to simplify the detector and reduce its com
tational complexity.
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1. Truncating to principal directions

The vectoru and scalarg are, respectively, the genera
ized eigenvector and value ofĈs and Rn if the following
equation is satisfied@13#:

Ĉsu5gRnu. ~33!

SinceRn is a definite positive matrix, it can be decom
posed using Cholesky factorization@13# as a product of in-
vertible and triangular matrices, namely,Rn5TnTn

t . Multi-
plying to the left both sides of Eq.~33! by Tn

21 , the
generalized eigenproblem above turns out to be equivalen
the standard one given by

Gv5gv, ~34!

provided thatG5Tn
21ĈsTn

2t andv5Tn
t u. Consequently, the

matrix G may be expanded along its eigendirectio
$vk%k50, . . . ,N21, namely,

G5 (
k50

N21

gkvkvk
t . ~35!

Since we haveĤ5Tn
21GTn

2t , the previous expansion
yields that of the detector kernel along the generalized eig
basis defined in Eq.~33!:

Ĥ5 (
k50

N21

gkukuk
t . ~36!

Combining adequately a Cholesky and a Schur decom
sition @13,17#, we computed the solutions of Eq.~33!. The
eigenvalues are sorted in decreasing orderg0.g1.•••

.gN21 and presented in Fig. 2. It appears clear that
resulting spectrum is essentially dominated by the first f
eigenvalues.

A consequence is that the sum in Eq.~36! can be fairly
approximated by the summation truncated to the first ter
Let n,N be the truncation limit; we get the kernel

H̃n[ (
k50

n21

gkukuk
t , ~37!

which we use to compute the approximated detection sta
tic

L H̃n
~x!5 (

k50

n21

gk~ ûk
t x!2'L Ĥ~x!. ~38!

The value of the truncation indexn is essentially related
to the intrinsic complexity of the initial waveform databas
In the case of interest,n is much smaller thanN by several
orders of magnitude~a nonempirical choice ofn is described
in the next section!, and its value remains stable whenN
increases. In consequence, the approximated statistic~38! is
computed withO(N2) floating point operations versus a tot
cost ofO(N3) in the nonapproximated case.
1-7
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FIG. 2. ~Color online! Generalized eigenvalues and eigenvectors ofĤ. With these plots, we summarize the information carried by

generalized eigenvaluesgk and vectorsuk defined by Eq.~33!. The generalized spectrum ofĤ is largely dominated by the first few
eigenvalues@the first 100 are shown in~a!#. This degeneracy can be used to simplify the statistic by truncating the eigenexpansion~36! to
the first terms@see Eq.~37!#. The number of terms to keep is given by the amount of deflection we tolerate losing due to this truncatio
is indicated in~b! where we see that keeping then52 dominating eigenvectors is sufficient to reach'99% of the optimal deflection. Thes
two eigenvectorsu0@k# ~solid/red! andu1@k# ~dashed/green! are presented in~c! with their corresponding Fourier transform in~d!. From its
shape, it appears thatu0@k# grabs most of the peak occurring in the bounce phase of the supernova~this represents about 91% of the tot
deflection! andu1@k# the few oscillations of the ringdown phase~which are the 8% remaining!. It is worth noting that bothU0( f ) andU1( f )
are nonzero in frequency bands ranging from 200 Hz to 1 kHz and from 50 Hz to 100 Hz.
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2. Loss in deflection due to approximation

The truncation to a few eigendirections causesL H̃n
(x) to

be suboptimal, i.e., the resulting deflection is smaller than
one obtained withL Ĥ(x). Two interesting questions are~i!
how much deflection do we lose? and~ii ! can we adjustn so
that the loss is acceptable? To address these questions
convenient to define the loss in deflection: l n
[d2(L H̃n

)/d2(L Ĥ). This index whose values are between
and 1 measures the degree of ‘‘suboptimality’’ of the tru
cated detector.

ReplacingA in the expression of the deflection obtain
in Lemma 3 with the truncated sum in Eq.~37!, and using
the fact that$uk%k50, . . . ,N21 form a basis which diagonalize
simultaneouslyRn and Ĉs , i.e., more preciselyuk

t Rnuj5d jk

and uk
t Ĉsuj5gkd jk ~see@13# for details!, a straightforward

calculation leads to

d2~L H̃n
!5 (

k50

n21

gk
2 . ~39!

This results holds also forn5N, yielding the maximum
value of the deflection, which we denote bydmax[d2(L Ĥ)
5(k50

N21gk
2 . The loss in deflection can then be expressed
10200
e

t is

-

s

l n5 (
k50

n21 gk
2

dmax
~40!

and is presented in Fig. 2~b!. We conclude that, withn52,
i.e., keeping the first two leading eigendirections, the tru
cated detector has a performance index of about 99%~1%
from optimum!. Figure 2~c! details the waveforms of the two
leading eigenvectors.

Provided that u0@k# and u1@k# have support in
$0, . . . ,N21% @this is the case in the example present
here; see Fig. 2~c!#, we can apply Lemma 1 and get th
truncated detector~38! expressed in the frequency domain

L H̃~x!5g0f s
2S E

2 f s/2

f s/2

X~ f !U0~ f !̄ d f D 2

1g1f s
2S E

2 f s/2

f s/2

X~ f !U1~ f !̄ d f D 2

. ~41!

We conclude that the detection statistic is computed
first selecting the interesting frequency content of the sp
trum of the observed data with the two@bandpass, as show
by Fig. 2~d!# filters U0( f ) andU1( f ) and then combining the
energy of the filter outputs with a weighted sum. The weig
1-8
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LEARNING APPROACH TO THE DETECTION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 102001 ~2003!
parameters can be interpreted as ‘‘confidence coefficients
finding a ~supernova! signal in the corresponding frequenc
bands.

In other words, the proposed method extracts system
cally from a database of reference signals the freque
bands which need to be considered in order to maximize
deflection.

3. Detection threshold and false alarm probability

Under the noise only (H0) assumption, the detector~38!
is a finite sum of the squares of the random variables defi
by nk[uk

t n:

L H̃~n!5 (
k50

n21

gknk
2 . ~42!

These variables can be easily shown to be Gaussian
zero mean. Furthermore, since$uk%k50, . . . ,N21 diagonalizes
the noise correlationRn , we have E@njnk#5d jk , from
which we conclude that$nk%k50, . . . ,n21 is a sequence of in
dependent and identically distributed Gaussian variable
PDF N(0,1).

Let f (l) be the PDF ofL H̃(n) when there is only noise
In the case wheren52 eigenvectors are sufficient to get
good approximation of the optimal detector, we have forl
.0 @18#

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Detection threshold satisfying a give
requirement on the false alarm rate. This plot is the diagram~solid/
red! of the functionh5F21(12p0) relating the detection threshol
h to apply in order to get a fixed false alarm ratep0. The function
F(•) is the cumulative probability function of the statisticL H̃ in the
H0 null hypothesis~‘‘noise only’’ !. It is the integral of the PDF in
Eq. ~43! where we fixedg0'0.627 andg1'0.181. Typical values
for p0 are ranging in the interval between 1027 and 1025 ~this
roughly gives a false alarm rate of a few per 10 min to a few
day! which correspond to values of the threshold between 11
18. In this range of interest, the fith'211/4 log10(p0)25/4
~dashed/green! gives a satisfactory approximation~in this region,
the two curves superimpose!.
10200
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f ~l!5
1

2Ag0g1

expF2
1

4 S 1

g1
1

1

g0
DlG I 0F1

4 S 1

g1
2

1

g0
DlG

~43!

whereI 0(•) is the modified Bessel function of the first kin
@19# and f (l)50 if l<0.

Integrating the PDF in Eq.~43!, we obtained the cumula
tive probability function F(l)[*0

l f (n)dn5P„L H̃(x)
,luH0…. The threshold ensuring a given false alarm pro
ability p0 is thus given byh5F21(12p0). This function is
presented in Fig. 3 in the range of useful values ofp0 and
using the first two leading eigenvalues ofĤ, namely, g0
'0.627 andg1'0.181.

4. Basic check of the detection procedure

With the expression of the statistic in Eq.~41! and the
value of the threshold~see the previous section!, we have
now in hand all the ingredients required to implement t
decision test. Checks can be made to verify whether the
cedure obtained effectively detects supernovae when pla
at realistic distances.

To do so, let us first definelk[L H̃(zk) for k
50, . . . ,Nz21. The waveformszk from the DFM catalog
are all scaled to the same signal-to-noise ratioRk55.2 as
defined in Eq.~32!. This means that the supernovae are
cated at different distances from the earth, the average v
being of about the largest galactic distanced'20 kpc. We
set the false alarm probability top051025, so that we are
led to a thresholdh'12 ~see Fig. 3!. The average contribu
tion of the noise to the statistic can be calculated to
E@L H̃(n)#51 @see Eq.~A2! and the normalization explaine
in Sec. V A# so that we conclude that a supernova is detec
if lk*11.

In the present setup~i.e., with theNz525 available wave-
forms!, 16 waveforms~of type I or I/II! pass the test~with
lk'15) and 9 waveforms fail: two of them withlk'9 are
type III supernovae, the rest,lk'4, are type II supernovae
This result is expected in the sense that the method relie
the assumption that all waveforms in the learning datab
are from a single random process. This assumption is
realistic for the very different physical scenarios that lead
type I or type II/III supernovae.

This indicates that at least two statistics have to be use
take the large shape differences between type I and type I
waveforms into account. To ensure reliability, this has to
done with a finer sampling of the parameter space~i.e., with
a larger number of waveforms, especially of type II and II!.
This approach is currently under investigation@20#.

5. Time running implementation

Until now, we have only considered the statistical test
the presence of a supernova transient at a given time.
date of arrival of the gravitational wave being unknown, w
must apply the detection procedure at any given time
stants. To do this, we select theN data samples starting from
a given time indexm, namely,xm[(x@m1k#,k50, . . . ,N
21)t. We compute the detection statisticLH(xm)5xm

t Hxm

r
d

1-9
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FIG. 4. ~Color online! Generalized eigenvectors ofHeps andHal f . In this figure, we present the generalized eigenvectors~left-hand-side
column! of the detection kernel used by the excess power~EPS! and the local linear fit~ALF! statistics and their respective Fourier transfo
~right-hand-side column!. Concerning the EPS statistic~top row!, we chose a time window withN5512 samples, corresponding to
durationdt'25 ms provided a sample rate off s520 kHz, and a frequency window ofd f 5500 Hz centered aroundf 05750 Hz. This gives
a time-frequency volume@6# of V'2325 ms3500 Hz525. These parameters lead to the limit indicesj 2513 andj 1526 in the sum~45!.
The detector kernel has about 14 large generalized eigenvalues which we sort in decreasing order. The corresponding eigenvector
of bandpass filters~width '80 Hz) covering uniformly the selected frequency window. The waveforms of the first and the fourth e
vectors are plotted in~a!, and we show in~b! the spectra of the eigenvectors of rank 1, 4, 8, and 12. The linear fit done by the ALF st
~bottom row! is computed usingN540 samples of data~i.e., in a time window of 2 ms! which is the best time window duration found i
@7# for supernova transients. The two eigenvectorsWtt ~solid/red! and Wt1 ~dashed/green! are shown in~c! and their respective Fourie
transforms in~d!. It appears that first filter selects frequencies in 3506200 Hz, and the second in 1556135 Hz. In a sense, although th
bandwidths are not exactly the same, this filter bank is similar to the deflection optimal detector.
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for increasing and equally spaced values ofm50,dm , . . . .
This is similar to selecting the data with a time sliding wi
dow.

Using the approximated statistic expressed as in Eq.~41!
and noting thatXm( f )5X( f )e22p im f / f s, we get

L H̃~xm!5g0f s
2~y0@m# !21g1f s

2~y1@m# !2, ~44!

where y(0,1)@m#5*
2 f s/2
1 f s/2X( f )U (0,1)( f )̄e22p im f / f s d f are ob-

tained by passing the signal through a time-invariant lin
filter. AssumingU0( f ) andU1( f ) are stored in memory, the
computation ofy0@m# and y1@m# can be efficiently com-
puted with the fast Fourier transform~and inverse! algo-
rithm.

VI. RELATION TO OTHER DETECTION TECHNIQUES

We have shown in Sec. IV C that the quadratic detec
with optimal deflection can be related to matched filtering.
fact, many of the methods for transient detection available
the literature, e.g.,@6,7,9–11#, belong to the class of qua
dratic detectors defined in Definition 1. The vector formalis
used here constitutes a general framework in which all th
methods can be reformulated and easily compared. Con
ering that the noise model remains the same as the one
10200
r

r

in

se
id-
we

used in the previous section, we get the shape of the ke
used by the two contributions described in@6# and @7# to
which we limit the investigation. With this ‘‘back-
engineering’’ approach, we can retrieve thea priori assump-
tion on the signal covariance needed for the considered
tector to have optimal deflection. We make this comparis
by looking at the generalized eigenbasis of the kernel
tained.

A. Excess power statistic

The basic idea is to monitor the power in one~or several!
given frequency bandf 06d f /2 ~similarly to Sec. IV A!. Let
X@ j #[(k50

N21x@k#e22p i jk /N be the discrete Fourier transform
~DFT!. The excess power statistic presented in@6# reads

Leps~x!5 (
j 5 j 2

j 1 uX@ j #u2

Gn~ j f s /N!
, ~45!

where the limit indices are defined asj 65N( f 06d f /2)/ f s .
The DFT can be reexpressed as a scalar productX@ j #

5 f̄ j
tx with the Fourier exponentials f j[(e2p i jk /N,k

50, . . . ,N21)t. It is straightforward to show that the abov
statistic is a quadratic detector as in Definition 1 with t
kernel
1-10
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Heps5 (
j 5 j 2

j 1 f j f j
t̄

Gn~ j f s /N!
. ~46!

Roughly speaking, assuming that the noise power spe
density is ‘‘flat’’ in the selected frequency bandwidt
$f j% j 5 j 2 , . . . ,j 1

diagonalizesRn . In this case, the kernel o

the excess power statistic has the number (j 12 j 211)
5V/2 generalized eigenvectors. Figure 4 presents som
these eigenvectors and their Fourier transforms.

B. Linear fit filter

The detection statisticLal f(x) is obtained@7# from a local
linear fit of the whitened signalx̌. The mean square rul
yields the two parameters of the fit:

a5
^t x̌&2^t&2

^t2&2^t&2
, ~47!

b5^ x̌&2a^t& ~48!

which are orthonormalized, squared, and combined to
Lal f(x).

It turns out to be convenient to set the time origin at t
center of the data chunk, which we assume to have an
numberN of samples. We can do this with no loss of gen
ality. In this setup, the fit parameters are given by the sc
products a5ttx̌/i ti2

2 and b51tx̌ where we definedt5
(2L, . . . ,L) t, L[(N21)/2 being the half size of the dat
chunk, and15(1, . . . ,1)t. After the orthonormalization and
combination, the detection statistic appears to be a quad
detector as in Definition 1, of kernel

Hal f5ts
2WtS ttt

i ti2
2

1
11t

i1i2
2D W ~49!

whereW is the whitening matrix defined in Eq.~24!.
It can be easily shown thatWt1 andWtt are the two gen-

eralized eigenvectors ofHal f associated with the eigenvalu
1 ~this is the only nonzero eigenvalue!. They are presented in
Fig. 4. In this degenerate case, similar calculations as
ones done in Sec. V B 3 yields the PDF ofLal f(x) in the
noise only case@18#, namely,

f al f~l!5
1

2
e2l/2, ~50!

from which the threshold can be obtained for a given fa
alarm probability. This is a complementary contribution
the analysis made in@7# about the local linear fit method.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Quadratic detectors~i.e., statistics that are bilinear func
tions of the data! can be essentially viewed as a filtering
the data through a selection of frequency bands, the powe
the filtered data being further linearly combined. We intr
duced a method which systematically extracts from a co
10200
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e

e
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plicated and possibly large database of target signals the
portant features that need to be considered in order to de
this filter bank and choose the parameters for the ene
combination. In the context of the detection of supernov
core collapses, we show that the method gives the intuitiv
appealing result of a filter bank composed of two eleme
~the one selecting the bounce pulse and the other the
oscillations of the ringdown phase! whose output powers ar
combined in such a way as to favor the bounce~which is the
most energetic part of the signal!. We checked that the pro
cedure effectively detects type I supernovae whereas
method needs to be improved@20# for type II and III super-
novae because of the large shape differences of their w
forms.

The scope of the approach presented here is general.
algorithm can be adapted to other problems of the same
~for instance, the detection of the final merger part of a
nary black coalescence or of nonstationary noise inter
ences! provided that a sufficient number of training wav
forms are available.

APPENDIX A: PROOF OF LEMMA 3 OF SEC. IV B

Proof. The proof of this lemma may be found in othe
articles @4,21# for zero mean signals and infinite vecto
spaces. Here, we give the proof for noncentral signals~i.e.,
smÞ0) and in the case of discrete signals forming vectors
finite size.

We compute the first two statistical moments ofLA(x)
under hypothesesH0 and H1. Starting conditionally atH0,
we have

E@LA~x!uH0#5E@ntAn#. ~A1!

Using the identityxtx5tr$xxt%, this can be reduced to

E@LA~x!uH0#5tr$AE@nnt#%5tr$ARn%. ~A2!

Under the ‘‘signal1 noise’’ H1 hypothesis, we expand
the quadratic form

E@LA~x!uH1#5E@stAs1stAn1ntAs1ntAn#. ~A3!

Then, with the identity mentioned previously, we can si
plify the autoterms in the expansionE@stAs#5tr$ACs% with
Cs[E@sts# while the cross terms vanish:E@nts#5E@nt#sm
50 andE@ntAs#5E@stAn#50, which yields

E@LA~x!uH1#5tr$A~Cs1Rn!%. ~A4!

For the general expressions of higher order moments
Gaussian quadratic forms in@18#, we get the variance unde
H0:

var@LA~x!uH0#5var~ntAn!52 tr$~ARn!2%. ~A5!

The combination of all these ingredients leads to the
sult. j
1-11
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APPENDIX B: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
OF SEC. IV C 1

Proof. We first computeE@ ňňt# and get a first expressio
using Eq.~24!:

E@ ňňt#5ts
2WRnWt. ~B1!

A second expression is obtained by writing each term
the considered matrix in the Fourier domain. The compon
located at thej th row andkth column may be expressed a

E†ň@ j #ň@k#‡

5E E
2 f s/2

1 f s/2E@N~ f !N~ f 8 !̄ #

AGn~ f !Gn~ f 8!
e2p i ( j f 2k f8)/ f s d f d f8.

~B2!

The integrand can be worked out by applying the Wien
Khinchine theorem@12#:

E@N~ f !N~ f 8 !̄ #5d~ f 2 f 8!Gn~ f ! ~B3!

whered( f )5ts(k52`
1` e22p ik f / f s.

The functiond acts on the elements of the setP( f s) ~con-
taining the periodic functions of periodf s) in the same way
the Dirac operator acts on functions ofL2(R). Let F be a
test function ofP( f s) and f its inverse Fourier transform
We have

E
2 f s/2

1 f s/2

F~ f !d~ f !d f5ts (
k52`

1`

f@k#5F~0!. ~B4!

Note also thatd is f s-periodic, i.e.,d( f 1 f s)5d( f ), for
all f. The proofs of these two properties ofd are left to the
reader.

With Eq. ~B3!, we have

E†ň@ j #ň@k#‡5E
2 f s/2

1 f s/2e2p i j f / f s

AGn~ f !

3S E
2 f s/2

1 f s/2AGn~ f 8!d~ f 2 f 8!

3e22p ik f 8/ f s d f8D d f , ~B5!
b
//
p;
:/

sti
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which simplifies with the change of variableu5 f 2 f 8 and
using the periodicity of the functionsd andGn ,

E†ň@ j #ň@k#‡5E
2 f s/2

1 f s/2e2p i ( j 2k) f / f s

AGn~ f !

3S E
2 f s/2

1 f s/2AGn~ f 2u!d~u!e2p iku/ f s duD d f ,

~B6!

leading finally, using Eq.~B4!, to

E†ň@ j #ň@k#‡5E
2 f s/2

1 f s/2

e2p i ( j 2k) f / f s d f , ~B7!

or equivalently to

E†ň@ j #ň@k#‡5 f sd jk , ~B8!

whered jk is the Kronecker symbol~by definition,d jk51 if
j 5k, and 0 otherwise!.

We conclude that

E@ ňňt#5 f sI . ~B9!

Assuming thatRn is invertible and combining both Eqs
~B1! and ~B9!, we get the relation between the whitenin
operator and the noise correlation matrix, namely,

Rn
215ts

3 WtW. ~B10!

With Eq. ~24! and the Plancherel formula in Eq.~1!,

ytRn
21x5tsy̌

tx̌5E
2 f s/2

1 f s/2

X̌~ f !Y̌~ f !̄ d f , ~B11!

provided thaty̌@k# has support in$0, . . . ,N21%. Replacing
Y̌( f ) and X̌( f ) by their definitions completes the proof.j
a,

ys.
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